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ABSTRACT

The reliability evaluation of HVDC system
has been gaining much significance in the recent
past. In this paper, a new approach for converter
equipment failure analysis is proposed. The
a.c. to d.c. converter equipment circuit in
HVDC system is treated as a flow network by
incorporating capacity constraints. An algorithm
is proposed to obtain all path sets that give
the required flow at the d.c. terminal. This
takes combination of fewer paths only. By
multiplying these path sets, using Boolean
algebra, all minimal cut sets that does not
transmit the required flow can be obtained. From
these minimal cut sets, the expression for the
probability of failure of transmission of
required flow at the d.c. terminal can be
obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) power
transmission has been the centre of many research
studies and considerable activity throughout the
world is devoted in evaluating it as a part of
the composite system. The reliability evaluation
of HVDC system is of great current interest.

The reliability evaluation involved state
enumeration methods as available in the early
literature on HVDC systems [1]. A summary
of the reliability performance of thyristor
valve HVDC system for the years 1972-1983 is
reported by Burtnyk [2], reliability of HVDC
systems throughout the world - a survey is
done for 1981-1982 by Knudsen et al [3], for
1983-1984 by Hauge et al [4] and for 1985-1986
by Ahlgren et al [5]. Reliability indices such as
mean duration, probability of being in a
particular state, frequency of occurrence of
failure of the HVDC systems are defined in [6].

Many research workers treated the HVDC
system consisting of a.c. equipment, converters,
filters etc. as a whole unit and reliability
evaluation techniques have been adopted [6].
The causes of forced outages that occur on
HVDC system are classified by Ahlgren et al
[5] in their survey report. Desrochers et al
[6] emphasized the need for study of equipment
behaviour in the HVDC systems.

Padiyar and Sachchidanand [7] presented a
new technique for dynamic digital simulation of
HVDC systems by a novel representation of
converter as a graph. A thyristor cell is an
individual thyristor whereas a thyristor level is
an assembly of one or more thyristor cells
connected in parallel together with their
auxiliary circuits. A number of thyristor levels
can be connected together in series to form a
thyristor valve [5]. Though valves can be of
the same capacity, but all valve capacities need
not be same at the time of transmission of power

because of individual thyristor cell failure~rates
In this paper, a new approach for converter

equipment failure analysis is proposed using
minimal cut sets. The three phase bridge
converter system [7] can be represented as
network consisting of a source s (generator
terminal) and a sink t (d.c. output terminal).
Incorporating capacity constraints, to the
valves and elements, the converter equipment
circuit is treated as
probability of failure
required flow from s to t
criterion for converter
Description of the proposed method to determine
all path sets that give required flow at t is
given in Sec. 2. A theorem is developed and
proved and is given in the Appendix.

flow network. The
of transmission of
is considered as the
equipment failure.

Notation :

G(V,E)
V
E
nv
s
t
C(u,v)
C (u,v)
fvu.v)
F
F
C"v,u)
C

A connected directed graph (acyclic)
Set of vertices
Set of edges
No. of vertices
Source
d.c. terminal
Capacity of an edge (u,v)
Available capacity of an edge (u,v)
Flow assigned to an edge (u,v)
Maximum flow from s to t
Flow in a path
Capacity of edge (v,u) = f(u,v)
Required flow at the d.c. terminal

Definitions:

Path: It is a set of edges P such that (i) it is
possible to traverse from s to t along these
edges and (ii) at every vertex in P other
than s and t, only two edges are incident.
Flow in a path: It is the maximum transfer from
s to t along a path.
Available capacity: If C is capacity of an edge
and f is the flow through it, then the
available capacity is C-f if the flow is in the
same direction as the direction of the edge.
Saturated edge: An edge is said to be saturated if
the flow through it is same as its capacity.
Valid minimal path set: In G assume that the
flow is assigned to each edge such that there is
a flow which is greater than or equal to
C from s to t and at least one edge is
saturated from each path. The resulting subgraph
is called a valid minimal path set if no proper
subgraph of this will give the flow greater than
or equal to C from s to t.
Forward path: A path from s to t is a forward
path if all edges in the network have the
same orientation as that of the path.
Reverse path: A path from s to t is a reverse
path if at least one edge is in reverse
direction with respect to that of the path.
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Valid minimal cut set: It is set of edges such
that by removing these from the graph, there is
no required flow from s to t and no proper
subset of it satisfying the above requirement.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

To start with, all paths are generated from
s to t using Breadth-First Technique (BFS). The
maximum flow is obtained by saturating the edges
along the shortest paths [8]. The available
capacity of an edge which is in the same
direction as that of the path is assigned the
capacity equal to that of the edge minus the
flow of that edge if already assigned. If in a
path a reverse* edge is encountered, then the
capacity of the edge is assigned as the flow of
the same edge in forward direction. Obtain
the flow in each path by taking minimum of the
available capacities of edges along the path.
Saturate the edges along this path. The flow in
the other edges can be updated as equal to
the available capacity of the edge minus the
flow of the path. Thus the flow in all paths can
be obtained. The sum of all these flows in
all the paths will give maximum flow from s to
t. If C is greater than the maximum flow then
there is no valid minimal path set that gives
this flow. We are interested in finding all valid
minimal path sets that give the flow greater
than or equal to C .

All the paths Ire then grouped into 'forward
paths' and 'reverse paths'. By taking all
possible combinations of all forward paths all
valid minimal path sets can be obtained. This
is being done in a systematic way as follows:
If the flow of a forward path is greater than or
equal to C then this path itself is a valid
minimal path set. Eliminate all such paths for
generating further path sets. There is no need
to take combination of other forward paths with
these paths. Let ?^, P^,. • • , Pn be the forward
paths to be considered for the combinations. Now
consider the combination of two forward paths say
P, and P~. Determine the flow of this path set
using the procedure as explained above with no
flow assignments given to the edges that are
not in this path set. If the flow of this path
set is greater than or equal to C , then it is a
valid path set. In this valid path set, if no
flow is assigned to any edge, then ignore
it. This is because if no flow is assigned to
any edge and still got the required flow means
that the valid path set, even after the
deletion will form a valid minimal path set.
This is either already generated or would be any
way generated. If the path set P. ?„ forms a valid
path set, then there is no neea to generate
further combinations P, P« P,, P. P2 P, etc. Then
take the next combination P, Po. However, if the

less than C thenflow of the path set P. P_ gives .
add to this another path r, and obtain the flow as
explained. This process is repeated till there are
no more combinations of forward paths that can be
generated. These combinations are generated in an
efficient way by putting them in a stack.

In order to obtain the flow, the paths have
to be arranged in the ascending order of length
[8]. For this purpose paths are generated using
BFS. It is established that to obtain all valid
minimal path sets, only combinations of forward
paths are needed. Reverse paths are not required
for this purpose. Thus any valid path set is a
union of forward paths only (Theorem given in the
Appendix).

In Sec. 3, the following algorithms are
presented:
I. Generation of all paths in ascending order

using BFS and
II. Determination of all valid minimal path sets.

3. ALGORITHMS

ALGORITHM I: GENERATION OF ALL PATHS USING BFS

Definitions:

Adjacent vertices: Two vertices i and j are

adjacent if there is an edge between them.
Path tree: It is a tree such that for every
appearance of t, a unique path can be traced from
t to s.
Parent vertex: While tracing a path in path tree,
vertex V. is called parent of V. if V. and V. are
adjacent1in the network and the^algorithm pulls V.
at a lower level number compared to V . (i.e., V.
is visited earlier than V.). -1

Child vertex: In the aflove definition, V. is
called the child of V.. J

Ancestor vertex: A vertex V. is said to be
ancestor of V. if V. lies on the unique path from
the initial veVtex Is) to V . in the path tree.

The following are the iteps of the algorithm
to generate all paths using BFS.

Step 1. Read no. of edges (e), no. of vertices
(nv), s, t and adjacency listing of the
network.

Step 2. Place s on the top of the tree (Level 1).

Step 3. Place the child vertices of s on the next
level (Level 2) and join them to s.
Consider level 2.

Step 4. Starting from left most vertex, consider a
vertex in the present level:
i) If the vertex under consideration is t

then go to the next vertex in the same
level.

ii) If the adjacent vertex to the present
vertex is ancestor of itself, then
take the next adjacent vertex else
place the child vertex on the next
level and join to the present vertex.
Do this for all adjacent vertices to
the present vertex.

Step 5. Repeat Step 4 for all the vertices in the
present level.

Step 6. If no new level is generated then go to
Step 8.

Step 7. Consider the next successive level and go
to Step 4.

Step 8. End.

The graph generated by this algorithm is
called the path tree. For each appearance of t in
this tree there is a unique path from t to s.

ALGORITHM II: DETERMINATION OF ALL VALID MINIMAL
PATH SETS

Step 1. Generate all paths using Algorithm I.

Step 2. Obtain the flow in each path as follows:
Initially f(u,v) = 0, for all u,v
belonging to V.
C (u,v) = C(u,v) - f(u,v).
i) Flow in a path F = min (C (u,v)) for

all u,v, belonging to V. a

ii) Flow in edge (u,v) if it is in the
same direction as that of the path:
f(u,v) <^- f(u,v) t F
C (u,v) < Ca(u,v) - £(u,v)

iii) if a reverse edge is encountered,
then C(v,u) = f(u,v).

The sum of all the flows in each path will
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give the maximum flow F. If C > F then go
to Step 12. S

Step 3. Group the paths into forward paths and
reverse paths.

Step 4. If F 2 c f o r a forward path it is a
validp minimal path set. Delete this path
from the set of forward paths.
Do this for all forward paths.

Step 5. Let P P be the number of
forward patns to be combined.
(The following steps represent the
systematic generation of forward paths).

Step 6. Let S be a stack which consists of the
numbers 1 to n of forward paths that
represent the combination of forward paths
to be considered for the generation of
path sets. Initially this contains paths 1
and 2.

Step 7. Obtain the flow of the path set using Step
2 for all paths already obtained in Step 1
by assigning no flow to the edges that are
not in the path combination. If this flow
is greater than or equal to C and every
edge has a non-zero assignment of flow,
then it is a valid path set consisting of
path combinations in the stack; else go to
Step 9.

Step 8. Increment the top element of the stack. If
this number is less than or equal to n,
push this to next position and go to Step
7 else pop the stack and go to Step 10.

Step 9. Increment the top element of the stack. If
this is less than n, go to Step 7.

Step 10. If there is only one number in the stack,
increment it. If this number is not less
than n, then go to Step 12 else increment
this number and push it into the next
position of the stack and go to Step 7.
Otherwise push this number into the next
position of the stack and go to Step 7.

Step 11. Eliminate the valid path sets which are
repeated and those which contain any
other valid path set in it.

Step 12. End.

Illustration:

The above algorithms are illustrated through
the three phase bridge converter system [7] as
shown in Fig. 1. The graph of converter is as
shown in Fig. 2, represented as a flow network.
The vertices in this graph are encircled. The
edges are denoted from a to m and the numbers
associated with each edge represent the capacity
of each edge.

Algorithm I:

Step 1. Read e = 1 3 , n v = 7 , s = 6 , and t = 7.
adjacency listing of the network is:
1. 2, 3, 4, 7
2. 1, 3, 5, 6
3. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6
4. 1, 3, 5, 6
5. 2, 3, 4, 7
6. 2, 3, 4
7. 1,5

The

and let C 6.

0.C • Nttwork-
Fig.1 Three phase bridge converter

system

m ( 5 )

Fig.2 Graph of Fig.1 as a flow network

Level 1

Ltvtl 2

Lvt l 3

Ltvtl 4

Ltvtl 5

Ltvtl $

Ltvtl 7

Fig.3 Some portion of path tree

Step 2. Place 6 (s) on top of the tree (Level 1).
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Step 3. Place the adjacent vertices to s i.e., 2,
3 and 4 on level 2 and join to s. Consider
level 2.

Step 4. Start from vertex 2. Place the adjacent
vertices 1, 3 and 5 on level 3 and join to
parent vertex 2. Similarly, for parent
vertex 3, place the adjacent vertices on
level 3 and join to it.

Step 5. Consider level 3 and a vertex 1 on it.
Since the adjacent vertex to 1, i.e., 6 is
an ancestor of 1, place the other adjacent
vertices 2 and 7 in level 4 and join to
vertex 1 and so on.

This process is repeated at all successive
levels for all vertices in the level, until no new
level is generated. The paths are traced out for
each appearance of t in this tree. Some portion of
the minimal path tree is as shown in Fig. 3.

Algorithm II:

Step 1. Generate all paths using Algorithm I.

Step 2. Initially f(u,v) = 0, C (u,v) = C(u,v) for
aliu.v belonging to V.
F =0 (Since there is reverse edge (2,1)
and there is no flow assigned to edge
(1,2)).
F = min (C (s,2), C (2,5), C (5,t)) = 5.
ESge (s,2) is saturated. f(2,§)= f(5,t)=5
C (2,5) = C(2,5) - f(2,5) = 1
Ca(5,t) = C(5,t) - f(5,t) = 3
F* = 0, F = 0
Fj? = min (Ca(s,4), ^(4,5), Ca(5,t) = 3
and flow in all other paths = 0
Thus the maximum flow F = 8
Since C = 6, there is at least one
valid minimal path set that gives the
required flow.

Step 3. Group the paths into forward paths and
reverse paths.

Step 4. Since C = 6 and flow in path: a h k, is
6, therefore this path itself is a valid
minimal path set. Delete this from the
set of forward paths.

Step 5. The other forward paths are: c h 1, e
h m, c h i k and c g h k.

Step 6. Consider the path combination c e hi m.
The flow obtained using Step 2 is 6.
Thus this is a valid minimal path set.

Thus taking possible combinations of forward
paths only, we get the other valid minimal
path sets: c e h i k m , c e g h m .

Discussion:

1. It may be noted that the capacities of the
elements are taken as integer values. This
is done due to the reason that for flow
calculations, if real values are considered
then convergence is not guaranteed. This is
stated by Edmonds and Karp [8].

2. By multiplying all the valid minimal path
sets using Boolean algebra, we get all
valid minimal cut sets. If one or more
edges in the valid minimal path set are
removed, then the path set is destroyed.
This can be expressed by OR logic
function. If all valid minimal path sets
are destroyed, then no required flow
from s to t can be obtained. Thus
using AND logic function, these path sets
are multiplied. For simplifying the

product terms Algorithm SW 3 of Shier and
Whited [9] can be effectively used. Every
minimal term in this product is a valid
minimal cut set. Thus we get the
following valid minimal cut sets using the
above procedure:
C. : h, C9: a c, C,: a e, C,: a m, C-: c k,
C1: e k, C : k m, C : g R 1, C : a g i 1.

3. The capacity of the d.c. network is taken
as more than the maximum flow possible
from s to t. By assuming like this, there
is no loss of generality. The element
corresponding to this in the network is
j. It is not present in any one of the
valid minimal cut sets. This implies that
d.c. network does not fail or availability
is considered to be equal to 1. However, this
does not violate the requirements of valid
minimal cut sets for converter equipment
failure analysis.

4. Aggarwal et al [10] considered combinations
of all paths for getting all valid
minimal ~ path sets for undirected
networks, whereas in the converter equipment
analysis, combinations of forward paths only
are considered.

5. Aggarwal et al [11] obtained all valid
minimal cut sets by considering all possible
subsets of minimal cut sets (without
capacity consideration). It is evident from
the above discussion that there is no
need to generate all minimal cut sets
for obtaining all valid minimal cut sets.

6. From the valid minimal cut sets, thus obtained
the probability of failure of transmission
of require flow from s to t can be expressed
as: Qcf = P(Cj 0 C2 0 ... D ^ where C,,
C~ C" are the valid minimal cut sets.
Q f can be expanded as [1]:
Q" = P(c.) +... + P(c ) - Pfc.Ac,) ...
ct - p(c nc -+.?. +P(C LncA...c\c )

T . T.~ m—1 ., m . 1.1 m
In simplifying the terms in tnis expansion, a

simple method [12] can be effectively used.

CONCLUSION
A cut set approach has been proposed for the

failure analysis of HVDC converter equipment. The
a.c. to d.c. converter equipment circuit is
treated as a flow network. All path sets that give
required flow at the d.c. terminal are obtained by
considering combinations of forward paths only.
All valid minimal cut sets that do not give the
required flow at the d.c. terminal can be obtained
by multiplying the valid minimal path sets using
Boolean algebra. From the valid minimal cut sets,
the expression for the probability of failure of
transmission of required flow at the d.c. terminal
can be obtained.
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APPENDIX

Theorem: Any valid path set is a union of
paths only.

forward

Proof: Consider Fig. 4. Let P1 be a forward path
(forward with respect to (u,v). It can have
reverse edges) and let P~ be a reverse path (there
can be reverse edges in P, as well as in P.). P2
is a reverse path with respect to (u,v). The other
edges of P_ may or may not be forward edges.
P :[s,u,v,t] and P_: [s,v,u',t]. Let f (f ) be the
flow of P, (P.). Z 1 Z

— t

Fig.A Illustrative figure for proof of
the theorem

Case (i) f1 > f2

This implies that the capacity of every edge in P,
(P2) is greater than or equal to f, (f2). The net
flow through (u,v) is f, - f_. The flow through
(s,u) and (v,t) is f^. The flow through (s,v) and
(v,t) is f«. Since f, > f-, push a flow f_ through
(s,u) and also tfirougn (u,t). Thus the flow
through the path P,: [s.u.tj is f,. Similarly,
push a flow of f through the path P.: [s,v,t] as
(s,v) has a flow of f~ (less than fp. Therefore
(s,u) can carry an additional flow of (f. - f~).
Therefore push a flow (f. - f_) through P,. TRus
the flow through the paths P, and P2 can be
replaced by flow through paths P,, P^ ana P., thus
avoiding a reverse flow.

Case (ii) f2 > fj

Push a flow f. through P,: [s,u,t] and push a flow
f. through P.: [-s-rrrtj. Since f., > f^ a flow of f2
- f. can be pushed through P,,: [s,v,u,t]. Thus
giving a total flow of f. + f1 + f_ - f. = f, +

2"
red

Thus the flow through
fn - f,reduced from f~ to ±~ — ±, . me J.«^L. i_ncn_ t,m_

still some reverse flow indicates that ther

the reverse'' path* is
The fact that there is

is
another path P. in which the edge (u,v) appears as
a forward edge and has a flow f,. Now combine path
P5 with Pj. If it falls in case (i), then the flow
through P, can be reduced from f~ - f, to f2 - f^
- f,. TRus by a repeated application of case
(i)/case (ii) the flow through P., can be made
eventually zero. By repeated applications of case
(i) a«d (ii) to all reverse edges, all reverse
flows can be eliminated. This shows that any
reverse flow can replaced by an equivalent forward
flow i.e., it is always possible to find the - -flow
by augmenting forward flows only. Therefore, every
valid path set can be expressed as a union of a
set of forward paths only. Hence the result.
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